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Just &at is a free agent? In sportifig parhce ,  i t  is a skilied athiexe who has the luxury of 
selling his talents to the highest bidder. In business vernacular, it is someone who Kves 
outside of the traditional "big co?poration," selling a skil. or product to businesses or the 
pubiic as whole. Author Dan ?ink detailed the phenomena of free agexy  in his recent book 
Free Agent Nation, studying a!i leveh of free agents, from high-powered consultants to "mom 
and pop" shop owners. Pick took some time to sit down with Jeff De Cagna to taik about 
free agency and what it  means to information professionah. 
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Roberta Shaffer iikes cha!.enges. Throughout her career she has taken on difficult or new 
positkns a d  started change. This happened at  Coke, The Library of Congress, the 
governments of Portugal and Israe; and, most recerltiy, a t  The University of Texas. Now, 
settled into to her newest roie as executive director a t  SLA, Shaffer talks about where she 
has been and where the association is going. 
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~brar i ins  are masters of their own domain. They can easily make decisions about reference 
and directionai services, resource a!.ocations, iong range planning, faci'iity optimization, and 
other things within the: sphere. Yet, tightening budgets are forcfng many companies to 
evaluate their Libraries. To suxive these inspections, a library must be able to prove its value 
to those in the outside world. i<ath:een Begley Powe and Dr. Daniel Ptmg take a Look a t  five 
internal and externa! principles iibrages that must guide libraries. 
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The Nominating Committee for the SLA 2003 election needs your help to 
identify WeIve worthy candidates who are ready and willing to lead the 
Association, AH SLA members are vital to this nowinakimg process! 
Please let us know of colIeagies willing to serve in any one of the following 
capxeifJes: President-Elect, Treasurer, Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect, Division 
Cabinet Ciaair-Elect, or Dimtor. The slate for 2003 will contain the names of 
two candidates for each position except Director, which requires fom names 
since two Directors are eiected each year* More idorrnabion on the nominating 
process and position descriptions can be found at, hMp://mwWsla.or~contenY 
SL~S~uctbarefio;nrd-inde~modnations/index~cfm. 
In helping us identlfj good candidates, consider qualities rind experiences 
that mzke these people ideal candidates for the positkmjs) you are 
nominating them, Consider their views on our profession and how they 
mightrepresent us. Please share other compelIing considerations in your 
mominations. are also urged to nominate yourself as a qud3kd  candidate. 
Please include the nominee's name, affiliation, address, phone number, awd 
the position for which you are no~inat ing him or her. Please also iccIude 
information aboat nominee's positions previously held al the Chapter, 
Division, or Association level; the lengh of SLA sewice; as well as any other 
relevant information you have available. It will help the Cammitiee ii' you 
can also tell us in what capacity yoar have served with each individrzal and 
how you can personally speak to his or her effestiveness. 
Send your nominations by Monday, December 3, 2003 to: Barbara I6. 
Semoncke, Library Director, UNC-CH School of Journaiism and. Mass 
Commnnsiations, Carroll Mall, CBB 3365, Chapei Hill, NC 27599-3365 USA. 
Fax: 1-919-962062S. Email: semonch@metalab.unc6edubl 
Or email any member of the Committee (also by December 3): 
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wrsskssr'at.d'sn-wide award, 
It's always time for your voice to be heard. You have an important role to play 
in sharing informatior, about what you are doing and about acknowledging 
and celebrating successes. 
Look around you and see whom you should nominate for a chapter/division or 
association-wide award. Or consider what you have been doing, and ncminate 
yourself. SLA has an annual awards and honors program, and the deadline for 
most association-ievel awards is December 7, 20G1. Are you familiar with the 
awards SLA gives annually and the qualifications for each? See the forms and 
brochure on the SLA web site. The Hall of Fame Award recognizes a member 
who is at or near rhe end of an active professional career for distinguished 
service to the association. 
Eut awards are no: just for those nearing retirement. The Fellow of :he Speciai 
Libraries Association award is bestowed to an individual member in recogni- 
tion of leadership and outstanding contributions, as well as expected futcre 
service to the association. There is a wide range of awards-from the Innova- 
:ions in Technology Award, giver, to a member for innovative use and appiica- 
tion of techncicgy, to the Media Award, given io an individual journalist wfio 
published an outstanding feature on :he profession, to the Rose L. Vo~melker 
Award, given to an individual member recognized for mentoring students or 
practicing prcfessiona'is, to a number of others. Don'r limit your nominations 
to association awards. Chapters and divisions have strong recognition pro- 
grams as well. Feel free to suggest additional areas for recognition if you do 
no: see one that you think should be there. What we ackncwiedge in our 
awards program demonstrates our values. Make sure yozr values are reflected 
by participating. 
This is also a good lime to recommend your choices for future leaders to the 
nominating committee. 
it is an exciring time to be an information professicnal. We are an association 
of very talented members who have a lot to offer. The value of cur members' 
skill base and knowledge base is impressive. As an information professional, 
you are often in a position where you have the answers before anyone else 
z o u c d  you. Don't hide under a bushel; speak cp! Make sure you are heard 
and acknowledged. 
Think of our future and what we need to reward to make sure it expands. Are 
we recogrizicg aZ the right things by our awards and honors program, or are 
we overioo1kicg key contributions? Don't use traditional awards as our model, 
but think of what we should be rewarding and are missing now; as cur world 
changes. 
I iook forward to hearing from you 
Eope N. Tillman, SLA President 

with one organlization, workers are now bouncing from one place t o  another and even working for themselves. If an 
employee has skilbs that the company values, this arrangement can be beneficial for both sides. The employee gets  
freedom, while the organization gets  a task accomplished without paying insurance and other benefits. 
Dan Pink, who recently wrote about this phenomena in 
his book Free Agent Nation, sat down with Jeff De Cagna 
to talk about these workers. 
- *  "- . 
":r i - s 252: Can give us the thumbnail idea of the 
free agent nation3 What are we talking about here? 
dz i^ ,', We are talking about a free agent-somebody 
who works un-tethered from a large organization as a 
free-lances an e-lancer, a self-employed professional, an 
indepen6enI professional, an independent contractor, a 
temp, an interim executive, or the proprietor of a very 
small business. Abour one out of four workers in the 
U.S. economy are free agents, and that is what we are 
taiking about. Free agent nation is a universe of roughly 
33 million people who are working in ways fundamen- 
tally different from the traditional form of employmect. 
C I know you have your own taxonomy of free agents. 
What does that mean? 
3 7.  The way people are working is changing faster than 
our capacity to describe it or count it. Our vocabulary is 
racing to catch up with this. So I've created my own, 
albeit iqerfect ,  taxonomy. 
E found it useful to group free agents into three catego- 
ries. The first would be what I call soloists-people who 
are ciassic free-lancers and nigrate from project to project 
arsuaiiy selling personal services. 
The second calegory would be temps, peopie who work 
in interim positions for large organizations. Their jobs 
are usually mediared by some third party, such as a staff- 
ing agency or a temporary help firm. There are rwo kinds 
of t e ~ p s .  One kind is low-wage temps who rend to earn 
relative little money. Most of them want so-called per- 
manent jobs. They are among the most disgruntled work- 
ers in the U.S. workforce. 
At the other end of the spectrum are very high-end 
temps-interim executives. There is an agency that places 
interim college presidents. There is an agency called CFOs 
to Go. It places interim chief financial officers. 
I call the third category micro businesses. These are very: 
very small businesses. There are legions of businesses in 
this country that have fewer than five workers and some- 
times just one or two employees. Seventy percent of busi- 
ness enterprises in America today have no paid employ- 
ees. So I call these micro businesses. 
An example would be Lindsay Frucci in Elkins, NH, who 
runs a company called No Pudge Fudge, which makes a 
no-fat brownie mix. She is a one-person operation. She 
is not selling services; she is selifng a product. The com- 
pany that produces it consists of her and her cat. 
. -. 
,:.;. Based on the work that you did for the book, what 
factors do you think set the table for the rise of free agency 
in the United States? 
P. -, One of then  is the changed relationship between 
individuals in organizations. The social contract of work 
used to be that the organization would provide security 
and the individual would provide loyalty. Well, that bar- 
gain broke down in the late i98C's and early 199G's, and 
we have a fundamentally different bargain in which the 
individual trades talent for opportunity. 
Another factor is technology. In the industrial economy, 
you needed Iarge organizations to purchase, operate, and 
house the means of production-the tools necessary to 
create wealth. The free agent economy is sort of like 
Karl Marx's revenge. Workers now can own the means 
of production. 
Another factor is that companies have shorter life spans 
aad no one can promise lifetime employment, especially 
in a world where nost of us will outlive any organiza- 
tion that we work for. So the distinction between what is 
a company and what is a project is getting murkier. 
november c, 5 : 
A final factor would be ~rosperity. As people witness pros- has more compating power &an was on Apoilo XI. P, laptop 
perity 3 ~ 0 u n d  them, they wacr nore  than a paycheck. computer today is a c r e  powerfal than the big mainframes 
They want a sense of purpose. They want to do work of only 20 years ago. It used to be that the only player 
that matters. They want to work with great peo~le .  Many who ccnld get the tools wouid be ~rganizairions, and that 
folks are findiilg it easier to obtaia that meaning by work- is not true anymore. It is stili tough to go toe to toe with a 
ing for themseives. big company, but it is possible wIth these techno1ogies. 
. '. There is a prevalent belief that the people go out on . How shoald we think about the enrry cf women into 
their own to do things thar 
large organizations are zot 
equipped to do. Where did 
see that fitting as you were 
-working on the book? 
.:, I don't think that ex- 
plains every case, but it has 
to do with people recogniz- 
ing that they have sone-  
thing that someone else 
wants io bcy. It is not as if 
someone says, "I have a 
grea: new way to  do  
graphic design." It is sim- 
ply, ''I aam a great graphic 
designer, and the market 
will reward me for that. :G 
fact, the market will re- 
ward me for that much 
--ore robustly than an or- 
ganization would leward 
me if I stayed cn its staff." 
Now, 1 t h h k  in sane cases, 
yon are abscluteiy right. 
Gc isack to the No Pudge 
Fudge woman. She had a 
great idea. She said, "You 
know what? Everybody 
loves brownies, but no one wants the high caiorie con- 
tent. How about a no-fudge brownie znix? It has been 
tried before, but no one has done it righ:. I have a lot of 
experiexe in the kitchen; I think I cari do it righ:." 
Bam, a magic fcrmulai Xt is a great brownie mix and she 
has s o ~ e t h i n g  to selE. 
, What is the impact of the Web on ali of this? 
-" i think it goes back to the means of production point. 
Suddenly these foots that ailow you :c reach :he entlre 
planet are accessible to tem of miil:ons of people for a 
relatively low price. 
If you think about technology in geceral, the amount of 
technologicai firepower that a single individaai can mar- 
shal today is fncredibbe. I mean, my hoxe  office probabiy 
the workforce as a fx to r  in 
the rise of free agency7 
. - ., ,. . 
::I:.: I think it is a h g e  
factor on a m ~ b e r  of differ- 
ent dimensions. Free agency 
is the next chapter in the mi- 
gration of worr,en into the 
wcrkforce. We didn't have 
women in the workforce in 
any Iarge nnnbers until 25 
or 30 years ago, and :hat first 
genewtion of women fried to 
play the same game that men 
were playing. I think a new 
generation of womer_ are 
plzying a very digerent game. 
You really see this in the 
nur&e:s. Vjozes are be- 
coming seif-e,m$oyed at '12 
times the  rate of  en. 
- 7  Wormn are starting smzil 
hsinesses at an incredible 
clip-far faster tkan 
- o r  rmny women, I think &a- 
ditional co-qorate stmcrbires 
are nningiting, mhlfiiling, 
and not somethzng of w h ~ h  
they waaf to be part. 
-- i here are many women who have hlt the glass ceiiing 
and decided to leave, but I think there are many =ore 
w3o see the glass ceiling, see what is above it, and say "I 
don't even want, to go there, anyway." Instea6 of hitting 
:he glass ceiling, they go out the side door. 
I think that free agency offers peopie an easier way to 
reconcile the demaads of work and the obligations of faa- 
ily, a d  I think that even_ in the zest enlightened house- 
hoIds, those demands press woEen more heavily than /. ~ z e y  press =en. 
! also think that the skills required to thrive in a free 
agenr economy-parricularly bnilding relationships, 
n x t u r i n g  relationships, and maintaining reration- 
ships-are the scrts of skiiis that women are usua!iy 
better at thee men. 
A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on. 
You delivered. Facts at your fingerrips. The power to  search. Your way. Pinpoint precision 
Best cortent. Dow :ones and Reuters. Two global leaders. One incredib!e new service. 
Vislt www.factiva.com/factiva to  find out more 
Dowjones & Reuters 
Xi: How is free agency changing or iapacting the way to really think hard a5out whether "y'z are able to sell 
we understand networks, communities, and the whole sonetking that ethers want to buy. The third thisg is the 
notion of social capital? skills and connections you have because those are ths 
tw:, really make-or-break elements of free agemy, 
' ~ > q ~  
, ,. . I think that free agency creates a richer acd more 
robust form of social capital. I am not sure whetker the 3 What is the =ost surprising :king that you learned 
traditional workpiace-where people ixherit ail of their as you were preparing the book? 
contacrs, inherit ail of tkeir colleagues, don't make a aon- 
scious decision abour who to affiIiate with, and are fcrced 
into arrangements with people-is the besr way to foster 
social capiral. It is not a bad way to foster social capital, 
but I do think it is clear that social capital is essential for 
a society or an economy to thrive. 
There are misconceptions that free agency erodes social 
capital in some ways, and I really think that is funda- 
mentally wrong. I think that free agency actualiy fosters 
a nuch  =ore robust form of socia: capital. Thar is why 
you have the proiiferation of ali of these netwcrks. 
To survive as a free agent, you have to be a trustworthy 
person. Yoc have to be a caPing person. You have to Se 
a person of incredi5le integrity. Year have to be a person 
who helps others. People whc thrive are the one's who 
are best at adding to the resexox of social capital and 
the peopie who are treacherous, don't have integrity, aren't 
trustworthy, and end up failing in a free agent economy. 
In x y  reporting, I found a huge cur.ber of small groups. 
These free agect nations, saa1l clusters of independent 
workers who come together tc help each otber c c  their 
businesses and to give each other advice about life, are a 
 for^ of social capital. 
- - di;: What advice or what suggestions would you offer 
people who are thinking about becoming free agents? 
What should people consider before they make that 
choice? 
- .-, ~ 
, -. We& the worst-case scenario is that you gc Sack 
and get a real job. So the worst-case scenario is really 
the status quo. 
The secocd thing is to recognize :hat becoming a free 
agent is more about your own persccal desires. You have 
- '7 I think the biggest surprise was a big-pickre sur- 
prise Wherr I started writing abcut this topic, I thought 
I wsls wr i t i~g  a very hard-heade",cconnt of the inexo- 
rable forces of infermatian-age capitaism an",h~.;nr they 
were sending people tc the periphery. This was about 
technology and it was a r~ega trend and very hard-headed. 
Then after 70 icterviews or so, no one breathed a word 
about the inexorahie forces of i~formation-age capitalism, 
acd, instead, we are talking about vaizes and emotions 
acd those sorts of things. That was the biggest surprise- 
that so much of the individual explanations have relatively 
littie to do with massive xega trends. These forces exist 
in the background. They are enablers, but the fundam.ea- 
tal mo:ivators are nnch scfter things-freedom acd au- 
thenticity and aczouciability and self-defined success and 
this yearning far doing work %ha; matters. 
- 
_. How wodd  yo^ describe the free agent s informa- 
tion use and behavior as compared to people in KAK? 
traditional work settirrgs? 
-. ;. 
. ..... ;. . That is a reaiiy interesticg questioa. ! haven't given 
it a ioh of thougkt, 57.21 1 do think that there are differ- 
ecces betweec what a person has to do when >he or she is 
v - 
working icdependentiy versus wnen ne or she is work- 
ing for an organization. 
When you work for yourself, you are the head iibrarian, 
Yon are the chief jnfcrmation officer. I t%nk that the 
independent wcrker laoks at infor~at ion x u c h  more 
shrewdly than someone -working in an organization. 
I: s not that peopie who work in organizations ioak at 
information shrewdly. E-cr I do thlnk someone working 
independently has to be much rrmre shrewd aboat find- 
ing and evaiuating informalion because they are not hav- 
ing anything handed to them. 
eStat Database. 
eblarketer's new estat Database aggregates facts and 
figures from hundreds of the worl0"s ieadi~g research 
firms, consultancies and news agencies.* Updated 
daiiy and easy to use, it saves time and resources and 
ieads to quicker, more informea decisions. 
Search for charts and articies 
by keyword, date, geographj/, 
source or a combination of all four. 
*For a complete list of sources, 
go to: ir.~m2.ernarkete~ corn/ 
research_.tirms.p/?p 
It provides a single, reliable source for all your 
e-business information needs. 
Coverirlg every aspect of the globai internet economy, 
the estat Database pi ts  insighs from eMacketer 
anaiysts and the latest figures frsm industry, fnanciai 
and government reports ail in one place, so you can 
quickly compare and evaluate them. There's no beker 
way to make sense of fast-changing e-business 
numbers, trends anc projections. 
See the eStat Database for yo~~rself: go to www. 
eMarketer.com, or call toli-free 1-877-378-2871, 
For information on muitiple subscriptions, ask for 
Thomas Hammer, ext. 2;7. 
p 
0 2 ~ 0 1  ehmketer, Inc. AII rights rsserved. Get ~delligence f a  business - h~fanti)/. 

So, if they have a question about something, they might They go back to work inside of a company, but they go 
go to a coileague, but they can't go to a corporate library back on very different terms because they understand 
and have the corporate librarian find it out. They have to their market vaiue. They know they can survive withoat 
find it ou: themselves. a corporate attachment. So they go back and strike bet- 
ter deals. They have more satisfying work arrangements, 
So I think free agents are more conscious of the role that and I think that changes everyone else who remiins in 
information piays in their lives. Since they are the gover- the organization. 
nors of their own time and attention, they have to be 
much more strategic about how they parcel that time out. 
*?* What impact, if any, has the rise of free agency had 
oe  those people who still remain inside organizations? 
:.; I think it :s definitely having an impact. Fist  of all, 
it 1s showing people who remain inside of organizations 
a new set of possibilities for their own life acd their own 
careers. it's prompting then; to rethink their own aifiiia- 
tion and attachment with the organization, and to think 
about "If Sue left, why shouldn't I leave? What is it about 
Sue that got her to leave?" 
As =ore and more people thrive in free agency, I think 
the people who remain inside of organizations will feel 
less dependent on the organization. At the same time, it 
is not that when you leave corporate America to go to 
free agent nation, you have to renounce your citizenship 
in corporate America. You are not like a defector from 
Cuba. 
Instead, more and more people are going to be holding 
dual passports-one in free agent nation acd one in cor- 
porate America-and they are going to migrate smoothly 
between the two worlds. This duality has a very pro- 
found effect on organizations and the people who remain 
in organizations because more people inside organiza- 
tions have had the experience of being out on thei- . own. 
I think that creates a fundamentally different relation- 
ship between these employees and their employers. 
There are many free agents who go out on their own for 
a while and say, "You know? I doc? like this" or "I am 
getring sick of it" or "I want to recharge my batteries." 
. . 
. r  Do you think there is a market for information pro- 
fessionals trying to specialize in meeting the information 
needs of free agents? 
Y - 
- ,  . I think it is a very good business proposition be- 
cause free agents are going through the same sorts of 
reasoning that companies went through 10 years ago 
where they say, "Oh, wait a second. I need to focus on 
my core competency." If your core competency is not in- 
formation retrieval, but you need that for your business, 
it might make sense to outsource it. The best people to 
outsource to would be other free agenrs. So I think that 
is an extremely viable business proposition for informa- 
tion professiocals who want to go out on their own. 
Let's say that you are a great marketing person. Do you 
want to spend a couple of hours searching  he web for a 
couple of facts when there is someone out there who 
knows how to operate every search engine, how to dis- 
tinguish between what is a good fact and what is a wob- 
bly one, and who can do the job in I S  minutes instead of 
the two hours you would spend doing it on your own. 
' ~ :  Do you think that Starbucks or Barnes and Noble c.r 
piaces like that have supplanted the role libraries used to 
play? Can libraries and the people who work in them 
serve as the knowledge brokers of the Free Agent Nation? 
I am not entirely comfortable with the trend of all 
public spaces and knowledge spaces being privatized 
because the great thing about America's system of public 
iibraries is that anybody can go into it. The ''free" is a 
very important and powerful point. 
Starbucks is not free. Barnes and Noble is not free. 
So I think eke idea of people being priced out of entry> 
even though the entry is reiatively ST&, is extremely 
TOES. dang, 
Public libraries cai: become an essential par: of the free 
. . 
agent infrastructure if they devote sor:e of their physzcai 
space to sometking like free agent ~ e e t i n g  places. Wky 
+i L : L ~  crowd noise and overcome the pressure of playisg in 
f n n t  of 40,000 screaming people. He told them to imag- 
ine a piace where y v ~  wonld go to as a kid-a place where 
you felt =ore comfcrtahle rhan any other place in the 
worid. For some people it was a littie nook in their house 
or apartment. For so=e people it was ike back yard. For 
me it was a particular row in the encraous do-wntown 
not meet at the public library or go io free seminars on 
how to run independent busi~esses? Libraries can be 
extremely powerful, net only as a reposifory of informa- 
tion, but also as a gathering s ~ o t  for communities. 
Many libraries are offering access to coaputers and the 
web. I think that is aaother pcwerful feature because 
some people cannot buy r ime  means of production. But 
if you can't buy them, you can ai least use them for free 
at the public liDrary. 
The idea that people are going to 52 priced out of the 
entry into these things is exrremeiy dangerous. But if 
libraries see themselves as places ' , k t  are designed to 
expand people's horizons-however -we define ?hat-that 
would be fantastic. 
I doz't necessarily lcve the idea of people doing their re- 
search at Barnes and Noble. 1 am not sure it is good for 
Barnes and Nobie and I don't think that it is right for the 
individual. I would love to see Ebrxies becoAae these thriv- 
ing gathering spots for free agects an6 everybody else. 
I grew up [in Central Oh401 in a place whem the public 
libraries were exeeiient, and they were essential in me 
beccming the person 3 am today. In my tiny city of 14,083 
people, we had an iccredible public libmry. When I wasc't 
playing basebali in the summers, h wouid be at the 2- 
brary. The library used to sponsor these things for kids 
in the suxmer where ycu would read a book and teii a 
hbrarian about it Ther: yoi: -would have fc read 10 booXs 
and they put your n a n e  on a board. It was great. 
I was listening to an interview with Thii Jacksm, the 
basketball coach, and he was talking about s o z e  of the 
techniques that be used to get his players to d r o w ~  out 
Columbus public library whem there were aii these books. 
Sieu can sit :here as an 8-year-cid child or 10-year-old 
chiid and have this enormous amoun; of inforrnalion acd 
excitement right before yea. There is truly nothing like 
that sensation. 
-.-, 
.:; When you are not doing interviews or talks abo-ut 
free agents, what dc you iike to do i~ your q a r e  time? 
-. 
.:- I lead a very binary life because my wife and 1 have & . .  
two little girls. When ! am not working, 1 a x  42 my role 
as a parent. 
When I am a r e e  agent, I iove what I &o. So it is not as 
~ c ;r 1 aE craving t i a e  'Ic escape f rcn  imork, I a x  the Incki- 
est person in the worid in that I am able to =ake a living 
by talking to people an5 wrfring about it. So X arn absc- 
ktei-y gratefi~l for thar. 
I have had al-zost n.r? days where I said, "'Oh, God, I don't 
want to go into my office today." So I am very fcrtcnate 
in that respect. 
Pir Ihen, when I an., not in my office, T am chasing after 
children or k i n g  chased after by chiidren. 
Aside from that, I love to see movies wi;h my wife and, 
since beccming a free agent, T have become z rarher 05- 
sessive runser. I find long-disiacce xnn ing  a c h e q  and 
effective form of psychoiogicai health. 
In t e r m  c t m y  readng, I am a bit of a sucker for cezain 
kinds of thriilers-gritty, locatioa-based t ? s i k s .  i just 
finished reading Carl Miassen latest hecause I Bnd Florida 
just such a fuzky place. i a,m aiso a Sig fan of George 
Delecanos who writes about the searnier side of D,G. @ 
information : :, , . 
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that by sheer accident or twist of fate they found a job that turned into a career. When Roberta Shaffer says she fell 
into becoming an information professional, she is speaking quite literally. 
Shaffer was horseback riding during her first year of law 
schooi when Apalaosa, her riding companion for the day, 
threw her onto the ground. The injury forced her into a 
body cast (which required her to stand or lay prone) and 
caused her to take a yearlong hiatus from law school, where 
her aspiration at the time was to become a legal journalist. 
"The horseback riding accident was an emotionally dev- 
astating experience for me because i adored law school," 
Shaffer said, "I had never the opportunity to see myself 
grow in such a way as I did in law schcol. But the acci- 
den: really caused me to rethink a lot of my life." 
Fortunateiy, Shaffer had strong parental support. Her fa- 
ther, a veterinarian who f ourneyed all over the globe help 
ing developing countries overcome agricultural chal- 
lenges, ofter: accompanied her to physical therapy at 
Emory Uciversitv in Atlanta, GA. During one session he 
visited the university's library and made a discovery that 
w-ould change his daughter's career plans. 
"He noticed some people running around the floor of the 
main library with sheets of paper in their hands," Shaffer 
said. "He thought, 'Well, they can't be librarians because 
librarians either sit at the reference desk or they sit on 
those high stools at :he card catalogs.'" 
Her father's curiosity finally got the best of nim. He 
stopped one of the students milling about with paper in 
her hands and asked what she was doing. The student 
answered that she was a library school student taking a 
class in basic reference. Knowing that he may have found 
something for his daughter to do during her rehabilita- 
tion, the elder Shaffer cut to the chase. 
"Do yoz have to sit down to be a library student?" he asked. 
''If you major in reference, you really have to move around 
a Iot," the woman said. 
With his questions now answered, he ran back to 
Shzifer's room. 
"J have the perfect thing for you to do this year," he k i d  
his daughter. "A journalist needs to do research. You will 
have that skill and you can apply it lo being a iegai jour- 
nalist. It will be the perfect thing to do. You won't dwell 
on self-pity, and you wili learn a lot." 
The veterinarian's sales pitch worked. After going through 
Emory's program siightly out of sequence, Shaffer got 
her master's degree in library and information science. "I 
entered right in the middle of the quarter," she said. "So 
I had to take the advanced reference classes before I took 
the basic classes. It was a big challenge for me to do the 
catch-up myself, but I loved teaching myself ta do re- 
search and reference work" 
Shaffer eventually finished law school, but research be- 
came her new passion. "I loved research and I really loved 
being an information professional," she said. "I didn't 
think journalism could even come close to the satisfac- 
tion I got from research." 
On The %&32c's 
To watch Shaffer at SLA headquarters in Washington, 
DC, is too see a person in constant motion. Whether 
leading the staff in early-morning stretches or meeting 
with any number of visitors, Shaffer is always on the 
go. As a matter of fact, the oniy staffer with more en- 
ergy is Suzy Snowflake, Shaffer's 18-month-old West 
Highland Terrier. 
Shaffer has always attacked life with this kind of energy. 
"You wouldn't find me on a Saturday afternoon as an 
elementary school student curled up in the corner of my 
bedroom reading a book," she said. "You would probably 
find me outdoors, running around." 
Her childhood exuberance was only matched by her cu- 
riosity. 
"I was one of those kids who ilarassed her parents by 
always asking, 'Why?, Why?, Why?"' she said. 
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Ker curiosity was fed by the different piaces she s1ayed 5ecause it was the legal capital oi the world. I had no 
as a child. When Shaffer's father got a grant to go 'to reason not to lake the job.'; 
new part of the world; he :oak his family wi;h him. "I 
saw a iot of the developing worid in the '60s and '70s After four years in i;iiaskicgton, Shaffer recievcd a Fnllbeght 
because my parents believed that the family unit was Scholarskip to go to israer and help &a2 rhat connt~y's 
very ixportant," she said. "My dad didn't want to be first constitution. "israel had not had a constitntion sim- 
away from us for long periods of time when we were ply because it was p& of the British Comnonweaith, and 
young children. And my mother believed that you could Britain doesn't have a written constitl&ion," she said. "Sut 
never be too yomg to 
be exposed to other 
cultures,  religions, 
and languages." 
This had a huge i x -  
pact on her viewpoin: 
of the  world,  both 
professionaily a n d  
pezsonaily. 
<'. 
1 never assurned that 
the Arnerican way of 
problem-solving was 
the  only way," she  
said. "1 also realized 
that cultural differ- 
ences drove many 
things . . . what people 
eat, how people greet 
each other. Those are 
very important little 
things in interpersofial relatiomhips that make a huge 
difference." 
IT? to T ~ E  P i ~ f g ~ s i m a b  \"r'orEd 
Alter gradr?at:ng iron: Emory. Shaffer stayed in Atlanta 
and  worked for Coca-Cola, where  she  was  the  
corporation's first law librarian. 
"This was at a time M-hen the copyright law jiwhich would 
ukimalely be anecded in the rr.id 1970's] was undergo- 
ing a lot of scrutiny, and ail the librariass at Coke got 
together to work with the genera: cmnsei and :he pubiic 
affairs department to advocate some~hing that wonid be 
positive for the company," she said. " It was a wonderful 
opportunity to ucderstand corporate activism." 
After leaving Coke, Shaffer returned tc the academic world 
to finish her law degree at Tziane U~iversity at New Or- 
leans, LA, and then teach research, writing, and reason- 
ing. a requircd law course at the University of Houston. 
Four years Iater oppor':unity knocked again. This t i ~ e  it 
was in the form of a mwly created z;osition at the Library of 
Congress. "Nobody who is a librarian would ever hear a 
mil frorL the Libray of Congress and not take it," Shaffer 
said. "I had aiways bee= rather fascinated with Washingron 
*i, 
.:,y thought if they 
had a ccnstitution, 
people would better 
znders:;and their hu- 
man rights policy.', 
Whiie abroad, 
Shaffer also worked 
fur the iMin!st~y of 
Jus:ice in Portugal, 
assisting in its cam- 
pagn 'lo enter the Eu- 
ropean Union. "Whar 
:hey were Iookng at 
was how their na- 
tionai law would har- 
monize with the Eu- 
ropean Conrmunity 
iaw," she said. "Over- 
ail, i had very differ- 
ent experiences, m e  
with a iegal change 
that was necessitated by hamanitarian reasons and an- 
other with legal changes i~ research that were necessi- 
ta?ed by economic motivaticc." 
Shaffer found these experie~ees c exhilarating that she 
experienced a great letdown upon returning to the States. 
As she had after the horseback riding accident, Shaffer 
used this experience to iook inward and iirid what really 
made her tick. And, once again, what she l o u d  helped 
guide her into the 5~ture. "'7 iearnef: that i a x  not the per- 
son to call If you want :G x~aintaiz the status quc;," she 
said. "I ax mnch better as an innovatoor, a tree-shaker: and 
a change agent. Usually, '7 a n  shocked if I caz stay scme- 
where for five years just because I like tc c o ~ e  in an6 
shake the tree. Once the tree has beec shaken and :he nex7 
structure is in place, 1 like to move on and give soEebody 
else the chance to put the flesh on the bones. I guess I a n  
always afraid of the status quo % k g  my heels," 
Though Shaffer was not shaking many trees while she 
served as the acting law library directcr a: George Wash- 
ington, ske made same waves away from work, This was 
arolrnd time of :he battle cver the Robert ~Vapletharpe at 
the Natio~al Endownen: for the Arts and Shaffer arEed 
with her library s&iis, decided to eni:st in the fight. 
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pre-
"I could use my facility and highlight the Kationai En- "I never lost contact with SLA acd 1 always continued to 
dowment for the Arts and the Humanities' enormous con- rely on their information and their conference," she said. 
tributions to American culture," she said. "If we hadn't 
had agencies Kite those in our society, we would not be One of Shaffer's goals as executive director is ;o reach 
as rich a nation as we are in culture, education, and ulti- out to people like her-librarians who are members, yet 
matdy in human relation." are nor necessarily active because their focus is on other 
associations. 
After the position at GW ended, Shaffer moved back to 
the private sector, gong 
to Covington and 
Burlington, a Washing- 
ton-based law firm. The 
eight years in that  
firm's law library were 
her longest stint with 
any one organization- 
so far. 
"The goa! there was to be 
the best," she said. "We 
wouid have the best Iaw 
firm law library in the 
couniiy. We would have 
the best staff and 5i.e best 
services. 
"So I stayed there for 
eight years, and there 
was z challenge for at 
least six of those eight 
years," Shaffer said. "111 
fact, I may have overstayed. I may have gotten to the point 
where I ha6 ail the systems I wanted mnning and it be- 
came a maintenance job. I could no longer find the chai- 
ienge that would let me shake the tree." 
The next stop on Shaffer's itinerary was The University 
of Texas, where she became dean of the library school. 
"I knew that library education needed a lot of tree-shak- 
ing," she said. "If library schools, library and informa- 
tion sciences in general, were going to continue to be a 
viable educational degrees, great changes needed to oc- 
cur within the formal education and in who was recruited 
to those master's and doctoral programs." 
She successfnlly opened the library school to Texas law- 
makers, the international community, and other schools 
on campus, but after two years the road beckoned once 
again. This time personal issues compelied her to move 
back to Wasiiingron and take the helm at SLA. 
Bark ta iihfai;hingtan 
Shaffer certainly was no stranger to §LA. She joined the 
associatior, while a library student at Emory, but was 
never an active member. 
"I have been In other 
professional associa- 
tions," she said. "I see 
their problems, and I 
think that in some 
cases, we can take 2.d- 
vantage of their lack 
of responsiveness to 
the new responsibili- 
ties of information 
professionals." 
Shaffer's plan goes 
well beyond taking 
advantage of weak- 
nesses in other asso- 
ciations. She wants 
to open up the lines 
of communication 
within SLA. 
"I hope to facilitate 
exchange among 
and between the divisions, chapters, and members of 
SLA because I really think that is one of our strengths," 
she said. "If we allow ourselves to be an orgacizaiion 
that is really just a federation of silos, we will not reach 
our potential." 
Shafer would also like to bring more people into the pro- 
fession, while keeping minimum competency standards. 
"I think we need to worry about recruiting people into 
the profession and being very open and embracing of 
people who don't have what we might have thought of 
20 years ago as traditional skills of a particular education 
crendential," she said. 
Above all, Shaffer wants to see members benefit, both 
professionally and personally, from their affiliation with 
SLA. 
"I think we need to make sure rhar our members and 
other people who are in the information profession have 
the right positioning so that their voice is not diluted," 
she said. "I want them to be the kind of people who have 
the communication savvy and the credibility to be key 
cabinet members in key organizations." 6 
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address customers' needs, make operationat choices, meet semke demands, and integrate technological advancements, 
while futfilting the most basic need of all-finding an answer. This quest for information challenges us with a 
constant stream of choices and decisions. And with the dynamic growth of electronic information and resources, the 
number of choices has grown exponentially. By the very nature of our jobs, most ch~ices lead to more decisions. 
Choices made to satisfy our customers today, gjve us the opportunity to fill their needs tomorrow. Wise decisions 
keep us i n  business. 
With all this practice, it would seem natural that librar- 
ians are equipped to make better decisions than most 
people. But repetition does not build judgement or 
strength, unless i: Is  based on a firm and well-developed 
foundation. Understanding sound management practices 
and using clear, thorrghtiul planning is the basis for build- 
ing effective operations and making valid, competent 
decisioss. Matching and weighing the traditional library 
choices with an mderstanding and appreciation for the 
bzsiness framewcrk in which it operates is the only way 
to mainrain ?he librzy's existence and ensure ~ t s  growth. 
of decisions made within a Ii- 
brary-intergersonal decisions made to meet customer 
needs (reference and directional services] and strategic 
decisions made to support library operatiom and growth 
(resoarce aihxatlons, long range planning, facility opri- 
mization, etc.). While these categories influence and 
support each other, their drivers are not always the sane. 
The consequence of these decisions influences the world 
in which the dtecisions are made. In other words, our 
customers' successes (as a result of library involvement) 
sustain and promote the organization, while positively 
influencing the csstomers' outlook on the library and their 
commitment to its filture. 
The iibrary decisions must be reconciled and in ccncert 
with the influences and performance measures from the 
broader universe in which the library exists. Many qual- 
ity Kxary operations have been placed ic  jeopardy by 
assuming wise bSbliographic decisions are synonymous 
with wise business decisions. 
Librarians am trained to make decisions in the library 
universe. The training is founded on three basic prin- 
ciples: Basic Phiiosophy of Library Operation, the Meth- 
odology for Choices, and Interlibrary Cooperation and 
Networking. These principles have always been a part of 
librarianship and are the operational tools for wise deci- 
sion-making. But for the library to function effectively, 
justify continued support, and maintai~l its existence (with 
competition from other organizationai elements fighting 
for the same funds), two additional principles from the 
business universe-the integration of internal and exter- 
nal influences and the assessment of value-must be used. 
Only with an understanding of these two principles can 
a library survive, grow, and direct its own future. 
To ensure that a library understands sound management 
practices and uses clear, thoughtful planning, it is impor- 
tant to understand exactly what each principle is and how 
it applies to a particular speciai library. For comparasicn 
sake, I will use my library, which has four degreed pro- 
fessionals, a technical support staff of four, and an an- 
nual budget of approximately $800,000. These principles 
apply equally to academic and public libraries because 
they ali exist within an organization structured to finan- 
cially survive and prosper. 
st understand and define its role to lay rhe 
foundation for effective decision-making. In its most basic 
form, a library is resources and services built to serve its 
customers. Each of these basic buildting blocks has two 
components. Resources are comprised of the core collec- 
tion and the method of deiivery, while services are the 
delivery to customer and self-service options. While each 
of the four components will differ from library to library, 
the structure is sound oniy when each element has both 
independent and interdependent support within the 
library's operating philosophy. Each element functions 
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to support the next level. Withorrt each supporting mem- 
ber, the whoie structure is faulty. 
This structural framework of a liSrary can also illustrate 
operational and priority-based choices once the details of 
each element are identified and rmderstood, 
The derails of the sore collection =ust be designed for 
the customers' Ievei cf expertise and needs. For exampie, 
libraries must provide off-hours access tc researchers 
working alternare shifts. Deiivery methods and media 
choices are also important wirh a geographically diverse 
group of customers. 
Onr Specid Eibrarfs Background and Experience 
in Relationship to  Pri~eclple 8 h 
Our special library3 which nainly serves scientists and 
engineers involved in technical research a: a gcvernment- 
owned, contractor-operated facility, had faced reductions 
in funding and staf:icg levels and changes in organiza- 
tional reporting for several successive years. This left 
the staff &armed, angry, and suspicious. 
In response to these funding cuts we ekz?inared cer- 
tain services and discontinued supporticg or buiiding 
the circulating and reference coliectioc. All remain- 
ing funds were directed toward =aictaining the peri- 
odical collection since it provided the most :iEeiy 
source of current information. Another change that 
accompanied the new arganizatiozal reporring was the 
expacsion of the customer base from a smaller research 
community ro the entire c o m p a q  The organization that 
origi~ally administered the liSrary had approximately 80 
percent of the research staff, 5:~t represented less than I0 
percent of the overall popniatian. 
At our library, experience with Pri~ciple i meant a re- 
adignrnent cf the staff's tk.inkng. The li'bralians' dissar- 
isfactioz with reductions translated into a belief that the 
library's impoeacce was diminished This resdted in poor 
cnstomr support and an unwiiiing~ess ro take owner- 
ship. Typical responses to iibrary custo~ners were ''Ym 
have to do that by ycurself" or "We docst do that." Not 
only did the custoners leave enrpty handed (which all 
libraries recognize could happen every once in awhiie], 
hut they also ieft disgsuntled and offencled. V'Jhiie tile 
srais's responses reflected its frustrations, they was aiso 
sympto~atic of a deeper problem-one that lies rooted 
in both the library and the buslaess universes. 
To change the staff's attitude, the new nranager coxen-  
:rated on Tile library universe, implementing a three-part 
strategy. 
Part A: All staff members were expected to provide re- 
scurces and services for all ccstomers, including those 
ill-equipped to ase the growing array of research tools. 
The expectation is ti?& the Gaff sr,orrld respond politely. 
help as m c h  as rhey can, and zssisi in securing informa- 
:ion, even where an inquiry may extend to another staff 
natural sciences periodicals 
business and managemer.t microfilm 
training posters 
chemistry 
biology 
nuclear sciences 
emergency managemet?? 
indvsirial safefy 
personnei safety 
iranspo~-tat!on 
codes and regubfiens 
industry standards 
research 
literature searches 
i resource identification 
videos 
CDlROMs 
microfiche 
maps 
photographs 
slides 
presentations 
demonstrations 
intedbrary loans 
page charges 
eiectronic subscriptions 
commercial databases 
dmonstrations and seminars 
basic reference and referrals 
intraner access 
web links 
CDiROM Network 
request forms 
'Friends/SupporLrs of the Library' 
rlewsietters 
sew holdings fists 
Suiietin boards 
new maieriais shelf 
ccpie~s/prir:iers 
web catalog 
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member or to another information resource in the corpo-
ration. Recognizing the service responsibility began the 
necessary repositioning. 
Part B: liVe identified the elements in the basic library 
structure. Although the elements began to reflect the 
broader customer base, the existing resources did not. 
Services were limited to reference, interlibrary loans, and 
subscription services; no self-service options had been 
introduced. Identifying these kinds of support gaps was 
as important as identifying the activities that were dis-
proportionately draining funds and staff energies. 
Part C: Once the elements were identified (see chart}, 
the third part of the strategic plan was implemented. The 
activities we focused orr included: 
" A detailed study of the tasks, assignments, and time 
spent orr each task for every staff member. 
" Formal revisions to library services procedure that de-
scribed both services and access. 
" The creation of an intranet web site with unlimited 
access privileges to broadcast our services and identify 
new electronic resources. 
'" An online request form for customers to use when they 
are away from the library or to use after hours. 
Of these improvement activities, the most far reaching 
was the development of new staff assignments and more 
clearly defined roles and responsibilities. Each staff mem-
ber completed detailed studies of their tasks, assignments, 
and time aHocation. Continuous reviews and self-assess-
ments fine-tuned the results. The individual results were 
therr integrated, representing the most accurate depiction 
of work. The assessment highlighted inappropriate pri-
orities, unproductive time, misaligned skills and assign-
ments, duplicate activities, and activities with minimal 
benefit to customers or library operations. The staff's 
extensive involvement in the process ensured that the 
ensuing reorganizations, reprioritizaticn of primary goals, 
and realignment of resources, were readily comprehended 
in both the business and library context. Realizing that 
the issues were not unsubstantiated opinion, arbitrary 
decisions, or general management animus, the staff now 
could begin to see what path needed to be followed. 
Using the basic model of a library, the next step is to 
develop a sound methodology fer making choices. Set-
ting this in place can begin with the development and 
acceptance of a simple creed that the library staff and 
management support in concept and in fact, such as "We 
strive to serve the widest scope of customers' needs with 
the best resources and services, balancing and fulfilling 
the critical needs of the core collection, with careful con-
sideration of budget constraints." 
information 
The creed simply states that when choices are made, they 
are made carefully and with a rigorously defined pc;_r-
pose and discipline. When each of the components is 
understood in depth, the creed can also define a marrage-
ment philosophy. The creed can be broken down into its 
separate components with explanations for the criteria 
necessary to make good decisions. Once the criteria is 
reviewed and understood, each library can use that expe-
rience to develop the next principle for making decisions. 
Our Special Library's Background and Experience i.n 
Relationship to Principle #2 - Since all levels of staff at 
our special library did not initially agree with the basic 
mission statement, their energies and output had not 
served to build and strengthen the library. Without a 
consolidated perspective from ~vvhich to view ideas stra-
tegically, library functions did not work together effec-
tively or efficiently. Choices should have evolved natu-
rally from an environment that encouraged and supported 
discussions, opposi:rrg opinions, and even disagreements. 
Instead, choices were believed to be random, serving in-
dividual operational agendas. The end result of this per-
ception was usually frustration, poor obligation of fund-
ing, and ineffective support for the customers. 
Th alleviate the frustration in the decision-making pro-
cess, the new· manager implemented the simple library 
creed: reasons for decisions were carefully articulated, 
the interrelationship among decisiorrs was explored, and 
regular interoffice communications were expanded. Us-
ing the creed as a basis ar..d the analysis of assignments 
as an entry point, the manager fostered greater integra-
tiorr and interaction amm"<g librarians and staff. Though 
technical staff had not been contributing to the decisions 
of the librarians, they were brought into a common effort 
focused on improving the library's value and its prob-
ability of survival. Our dialogue produced solutions that 
helped us realize the four tenets of the library's creed. 
The first two principles in library management do not 
always guarantee the library will be capable of answer-
irrg every customer request, especially with limited re-
sources. Since needs and support can change frequently, 
a library must expand the interlibrary loan concept that 
libraries have traditionally relied upon. For example, 
establishing a cooperative agreement [either forn1ally or 
informally) between local or regional libraries or outlets 
can make resources available that wodd either be too 
costly to procure individually or are only available in re-
stricted or limited quantities. These outlets can include 
independent resource centers, file, and document centers 
within your own organization, traditional libraries in lo-
cal or regional colleges and urriversities, training centers 
Once a year. 
One step. 
One order. 
One low price. 
One step ahead. 
For z complete, cost-effective chemical engineering collection - with just one order, 
a: one low price - subscribe to the AICXE Package Plan. 
Ymr subscription to the Package Pian brings you over 10,000 pages of &e yex's mosr impor:zr,t 
research findings, infornation on successful app!icaticns of new technologies, news of CPI treccis, 
7 .  
current and pending governmental reguiat-rlons, a d  process safety case histories. The Pian includes: 
Five of the industry's best periodicais - AiChE Journal, Chemical Engineering Progress, 
Process §a$q Progress, Environmental Progress, and Biotechnology Progress 
* One annuai volume in the Ammonia PPnt §a$$ & Related Facilities Series 
One annual volume of the Chemical Engineering Faculq Dimtor:, 
One new volume in the Equipment Testing _Procedu:*es Series. 
No gags. No duplication. just current, relizbie chemical engineering expertise. 
It's all available for $2,133* ($2,524 international) - a savings of over $600 off the combined list 
srices. To subscribe, cdi 1-800-242-4363 (inteinztiond customers, please cdI +I-212-591-8130), or 
visi: us online at http:ilwww.~che.ore;/pubcat .
Ee sure to inquire abour oui oniice edicion and combinaticn package of printionline rates. 
* Orders aie for a calendar year, beginnkg January 1s: 
O 230: @f~mer:can instirtite of Chemica! Engineers 
then your institution needs a subscri$on to the ACM 
Digid Library! 
The ACLM Digital Library includes: 
Over 20 ACLM pubEcatioxas and archives 
15 years s f  conference proceedings 
Advanced searching capab%ties 
Over 50,000 blbEograg%.sic citations 
700,000+ pages of dowdoadabl, text 
N A L  VALUE 
- 7 .  Do your patrons or staffwish they had tne iatest technoiogicai 
deveiopment informatior? a d  dzta at their fingertips? Do they 
need around-the-dock access to a coc~prehemive coiiection 
of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences? Xsc, 
Associat ion f o r  Compur ing  M a c h i ~ e r y  
The First  Society I n  Compu t i ng  
ACADEMIC INSTITUTHBNS, 
please contact: 
ACAM Member Services 
e-mail: acmhelp@ acrn.org 
phone: + -i-212-626-0500 
fax: t i-21%-944-I3l8 
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DL Csordinatar 
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phone: +- 1-2l2-626-8§18 
fax: +I-212-944-1318 
and career development firms, and commercial partners 
and their parent organizations. The agreement can be as 
' lam or a simpie as a phone call between reference libraz' 
consortium with shared access to catalogs and collections. 
A second strategy could be to form a buying conscrtium. 
While the logistics are more demanding, libraries can 
evaluate how to minimize duplicate procurements and 
let their limited resources go farther. 
Our Special Library's Background and Experience in 
Relationship to Principle #3 - The library staff and their 
previous management had always supported the practice 
of using interlibrary loans. The practice helped the ii- 
brary meet the needs of its customers when it was neces- 
sary to circulate material and became even more impor- 
iant when ?anding grew scarce. 
The library also made a major change in its spending 
plan by allocating funds to grow the circulating and ref- 
erence coliections. The new reference librarian got sub- 
ject-matter experts to help her analyze the current col- 
1ec:ion and make recommendations for needed materi- 
als. Customers also pitched in by purchasing materials 
with their departmental budgets and donating the= for 
collective me. 
Information providers also helped in the revitalization. 
One cooper~tive purchasing agreement with the Depart- 
ment of Energy allowed the library to gain access to more 
than 500 jo~rnals while it continued to pay the equiva- 
lent cost of procuring only 62 of 'these sources. It also 
began identifying and tracking the purchases made 
through indepen6ent corporate resources. 
les 
that define their operating universe, they must also reas- 
sess and renegotiate the two principles from the business 
universe. Becoming aware of the external icfluences that 
impact any decision-favorably and unfavorably-begins 
with a c  assessment of factors. To better understand this 
principle, t ry  to envision the indirect or intangible Bc- 
tors that affect the library: business interests, budget and 
management goals, changes in business values, changes 
in the mission of the business, corporate politics, cur- 
rency cr longevity of corporate operations, the changing 
personality of management, growth potential, legal ques- 
tions [e.g., copyright), technological advancements, train- 
ing and expertise, regulatory controls, and rhe library's 
place and reputation organizationally. 
Its icternal influences include the staff's expertise and 
experience, working environment, flexibility (both indi- 
vidually and ailowed or disallowed by corporate human 
resources policies), and receptiveness to teamwork. While 
the externai influences provide the broad stage, the in- 
ternal influences define the work atmosphere and daily 
environment. 
Once the influences have been identified, they need to be 
categorized under whar the library can and cannot con- 
trol. It is important that the library avoids the frustration 
that comes from applying force to an immovable object 
and identifies the appropriate level of energies that need 
to be spent. Once the critical factors are known, the Ii- 
brary must identify strategies needed to create positive 
pressure on the external influences. For example, you 
can use your customer's strategic and long-range plan- 
ning goals as an ally, or you can organize supporters who 
will be involved in strategic business decisions. The goal 
is to make customers aware of the library's intrinsic value. 
Using these influences to the library's advantage means 
survival; leavifig the influences to reach their own con- 
clusions can spell disaster. 
Our Special Library's Background and Experience in 
Relationship to Principle #4 - The previous failures of 
the library to sustain itself can be linked to its unwilling- 
ness 10 define how to influence critical survival factors. 
We realized that information tailored to the needs of cus- 
tomers resulted in a better understanding of our deci- 
sion-making process and the impact changes may have 
on the customers. By assessing the long-term needs of 
the library support, we defined a ciear line of cornmuni- 
cation. We also made formal presentations to customers 
and to management that highlighted all the potential con- 
tributions-and consequences-of losing these capabili- 
ties. New services, changes in technology, and on-line 
availability of resources were across the company. Cus- 
tomer focus groups were also developed and integrated 
into the decision process. 3y providing time for discus- 
sions before action was needed and knowing the circum- 
stances that make acceptance of change more palatable, 
the library improved communication, participation, and 
acceptance. 
These efforts resulted in the formation of an advisory pool 
of customers. When operational needs arose, they could 
then be expected to plead the case for new equipment, 
purchasing support, and space. During several rounds of 
very heated negotiations on long-term reductions in cor- 
porate spending, upper management took a surprising 
stance by insisting that the library's budget either stay 
the same or increase. We customized the marketing of 
numerous key attributes of the library by: 
a Highligthing the staff's expertise as trained, credentialed 
professionals 
e Marketing the customers' experience, preferences, and 
training needs 
0 Leveraging the avzilable technologies and applications 
to find the best delivery =ethod (intranetj 
- Reaching :he mast people in spire of geographical and 
facility constraints 
@ Using current and future tecbnoiogicai advancements 
8 Understanding the sec~ri ty  and classification reqnire- 
ments and cccrrois 
@ Having the determination to find an alternate way to 
operate inte~naily and to provide more direct connect 
between the customers and tire Iisrary staff 
c Using leveraged baying power with c t k r  organizaiions 
and/or sites 
Having the ability. to find alternate sources for finan- 
cial support 
re of eccess for 
the 1iSsary is whether it adds value. This is no different 
thar, the measure used to gauge i3e efficiency and effi- 
cacy of all business functions. Vaiue is difficuit for Iijrar- 
dans to objectively deal with jecause we assume the 
library's users share our perception of the value of infor- 
"Who would choose to survive the chalienges of 
Eodern civilization without the availabili:y of a trained 
team of information managers and researchers?," we ask 
The answer often is that many companies are willing to 
try. When it comes :o decidisg whether :c cut the re- 
search department by 1.3 percent or the iibrary 100 per- 
cent, the final determination is whether the corporation 
recognizes-both empirically and fn',uitively-thatthe li- 
brary is adding value. 
We need critical revie-ws of individr;aI resources through 
an engineered soiution that can be communicated to busi- 
ness and technicai r~anagersn'l .  This tool rmst trans- 
late into a direct assessment of valne and give a sense, 
even though somewhat subjective, of the benefft versus 
the cost. Only with ar? understanding of benefit irersns 
cost, can a hbrary justify current spending anci reGuest 
fukire increases. Sach a revlew needs to address five 
essential components-access, qnality, perspective, me- 
dia, and format. 
Each of these conrponents can be added to a report card 
and used to evalnaie and compaz resomces The final 
grade shoald reflect whether the value clearly outweighs 
cost, the value to cost ratio is positive, it is the best op- 
tion available, and that the cost outweighs the va ix .  
These single grade assesszents allow for a clear and 
simpie comparison among resources. They can also be 
used to assess trends and suggest future allocation. An 
associated area that often figures prol~icentiy in the as- 
sessaenr of vaiue is performance xeasures. In many 
organizations, performance measures are not only desir- 
able, but required. Performance measures (derived from 
the report cards and the trending data it affords) provide 
statistically reliable pictures acd projections. Whiie we 
want to rrust in onr visceral comprehension of value, :he 
corporate worid demands that -;tie provide a scorecard tlxl 
is consistent with the way business scores are kept. 
Our Special Library's Background and Experience in Re- 
lationship to PrincipIe $5 - Our knding sponsors voiced 
concern with the cost of purchased eiectronic resources 
versus free resources (particularly the rescnrces made avail- 
able by the federal govern~ent's agencies). By defining 
ii ~:,e components of va!ue--access, guaiity, perspective, 
media, and format-the K~rary was able to comyra one 
resource to another (i.e., cost v a n s  vaine, and cost and 
performance over time). By assuring upper nanagement 
that cur choices were made with experience, exsertise, 
and control, we buiit trust and confidence for the future. 
we then Eade this scorecard avaliabie in a number of dif- 
ferent places so that personnei knew exactly how prndeni 
and cost-r5nded we were. We zggressiveiy demonstrated 
that our approach was a rigorous: discfpiiced, and docc- 
mented strategy that added value to the library. 
ing key infor-=ation resources to our customers and we 
mnst operzte using the prlrden: fiscal and ~anager ia i  
disciplines of the business world. Too many stories and 
anecdotes over the past decade or two have alerted us to 
the Eislortunes of public and speciai libraries. The fan- 
darnental probierr-, as we aurseives came all too close Po 
learning, is that to be In business, yon have to be a busi- 
ness. The library thzt makes wise decisions is doing more 
than surviving-it is using good nanagemen% practices 
. -~ 
and rhoughtfni business 3lann1ng. rrve principies make 
the difference: three make sure we keep our eyes on our 
job and two make sure :we keep o:ir eyes on the job we're 
in. Paying attention to the library universe and the bnsi- 
ness universe is no: optional, it's essential. The good 
news is thatthe attriSutes that contribute :o good choices 
in a library can translate directly into bemiits when ap- 
piied to the broader framework of iibrary operations. Its 
best to rerne=be: that each decision can serve as a learn- 
ing experience, whether or not it proves wise. Maintain- 
ing an cnderstanding ofiihe basic roie of your library can 
support the thoughtful -,lansing for operational objec- 
tives and justify the furcre of your ifbrary. g. J 
information 
O flexible information services that save 
you time and money 
people-powered searching by 
almost 90 experts, all scientists 
and engineers with industry 
experience 
extensive database coverage, 
including access to several hundred 
thousand publications worldwide 
i? easy-to-order, FREE full-image 
patents 
web-based tools that allow 
hands-on management of ! 
company's search activity 
The best option for information searching. 
When new technology or draEatic 
innovatioz is applied to an industry7 
tremendous growth typically fol- 
lows. The supply of the industry's 
goods and services often rises sub- 
stantially, thereby lowering prices 
and increasing demand. 
Examples of this are everywhere. 
The agriculture revoiulion changed 
.. -.. LkLal America from small, vertically 
integrated farms producing snai l  
quantities of a wide range oi prod- 
ncts to large, factory-like estabiis5- 
ments producing tremendons qnan- 
tities of' very few products. The en- 
tire chain of food production became 
specialzed, with the last link in the 
chain being packagng. Progress in 
food packaging gave consumers 
practically nnlimited choices in food 
types and combinations. 
While we have been living in the 
information age for many years, the 
information revolution was brought 
upon us by the emergence of the 
Internet. The supply of information 
or content available to information 
consumers has increased hundred- 
fold In the past five years as access 
to the World Wide Web has beco=e 
universal. At the start of the revoh- 
tiorr, industry analysts declared; 
"content is king" and thar owners 
and creators of content would con- 
trol the direction and profits of the 
budding, yet powerful media. 
In many ways, what actually hap- 
pened paralleled what occurred in 
the agricultural revolution. The sup- 
ply of information, especially in the 
consil~rp,er space, rose incredibiy. But 
supply clearly outpaced demand, 
driving the price of once valuable 
information to practically zero. With 
low barriers to entry, everjone pub- 
lished something. Most published 
products were pushed onto web 
pages without any thozght whatso- 
ever ro packaging. 
in the business or professional in- 
formation arena, similar analogies 
apply. Prior io the information 
boom, creators of informat. i on were 
verticaiiy integrated-they coiiected 
and processed infornation, format- 
ted it, developed applications to ana- 
lyze it, and dist5-;buted it a l  by thew- 
selves. h s t  as in agriculture, the 
information industry has seen ram- 
pant consolidation. Some players 
have grown by acquisition, while 
others have grown organically ro 
dominate various zarke'., segments. 
The notable difference between ag- 
riculture and infornarion is Zhar 
packaging in food products 4s far 
ahead of information packaging in 
both sophistication and variety. The 
benefits of better information pack- 
aging have yet to reach the business 
informa5on ccnsuner. Aithough a 
~ u c h  broader swath of Inforzation 
is now free to users via the World 
Wide Web, the free information is 
so poorly packaged and its accuracy 
so hard to assess that it is often ig- 
mred by infor-marion rsrofesslonais. 
Why the slow start? Prior to the 
Web, electronic infomation consum- 
ers operated as specialists. Lawyers, 
for instance, had their own iibrar- 
ies, their own content sources, and 
their own librarians to operate them. 
rPharmaceuticai companies also had 
their own informarion specialists, 
many with scientific credentials. 
The democracy of the Web created a 
growing society of information gen- 
eralists whose absence of credentiais 
does not kinder their access to basic 
iegal or p5armaceuticai information. 
Law firms publish freely on their 
own sites with rhe objective of mar- 
keting the firm's services to view- 
ers. As the availability of informa- 
rfon continues to grow, the difficility 
oi Gnding the good smff-the gems 
among the rocks-also incmases, 
along with the pressure of coxpeti- 
tian to find those gems. How infor- 
mation is collected, filtered, and 
packaged fs as significant ro success 
as the inhor=ation itself. 
Packaging is manifested In many 
ways: format, soiutions, and integra- 
tions of content sets. Fackagirig can 
i ~ ~ p r o v e  searching capabilities and 
per unit pricing, expedite the ddiv- 
ery of information, and :he relation- 
ships between conrent sets. 
Setrer packaging provides more op- 
tions for ",e information consume& 
including more choices of content, 
pricing, and simpler conbinations of 
content and formats, identical in- 
for~mtion can meet the needs of dis- 
parate users, depending on how the 
information is packaged. 
A new formula has emerged, one 
that renders greater convenience, 
more choices, bettar pricing, and 
higher utility. Speciaiization within 
agricuiture provided benefits to ev- 
ery part oi the food chain, The in- 
formation industrgr, too, will witness 
more sophistication as long-sought 
improvements through packaging 
are reaiized. Conren: is ~ o s t  nean- 
ingful and usable when it is derived 
from a substantiai base and is pack- 
aged and sorted with the ctrstoxer 
in mind. Packaging renders reshits 
that are pecise and sensibly orga- 
nized, which is jars*, what the user 
seeks. 
Steven Goldstein is co-founder, chair- 
rr~eiz, and chief executive cfgcer cf 
A k c m ,  Inc. 
OCLC Metadata Contract Services, your contract cataloging solution, lets you 
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eonversion, cataloging and physicat pr~cessing for materials in all 
bibiiographic formats and many languages, OCLC's contract cataloging 
solution can help you eliminate your backlog and keep up with your current 
eataioging-getting materials to your users faster. A quality solutior! for short- 
or long-term cataloging assistance, OCLC Metadata Contract Services lets you 
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Information professionals in 50th 
Canada and the Gnited States are 
making more than they did in 2COC. 
This and other salary news comes 
straight out of S M s  newly released 
2001 Salary Sarwey. 
2031 Mean and Median Salary Data 
Information professionals in Zanada 
saw a 2.4 percent increase in median 
income (the salary in the middie of 
the distribution); while their coi- 
leagues in the United States enjoyed 
a healthy median increase of 73.9. 
Canadian respondents in the same 
positions between April 1; 2000, and 
Apri! I, 2C.04, reported an average 
[or mean) percent cchange of 4.7 per- 
cent in earnings. The mean reported 
change for similar U.S.  respondents 
was 6.6 percent. 
The median pay for fuii-time infor- 
=ation professionals in Canada as 
of April 1, ZOC:., was $55,344 and 
the average was $57,904 [Canadian 
salary data is reported in Canadian 
dollars). The U.S. nedian pay fcr 
full-time information professionals 
was $54,530 and f i e   mean was 
$58,530. Resuits from the 2301 SLA 
data for Canada and the United 
States are presented separately 
The inflarion rates 13: Canada were 
3.6 percent, wh:ie the Uaited States 
was siigcht-itiy iower at 3.3 percent. 
S.--. $; dCy3 &d;l?i16~tr&im 
200'1 was the fi5h straight year SEA 
conducred its salary survey. This 
was the fifteenth survey since 1967. 
in eariy April, 200'1 SLA mailed 
questionnaires to a random sample 
of iess than half of the U.S. mem- 
bership and to ail of the regular and 
associate Canadian rne~~bers .  This 
was a tota! of 4,745 surveys. ~Mem 
bers returned 2,339 surveys to As- 
sociaxion Wesearch, k c .  $GI ) .  As 
13  prior years, data frori the 200'1 
salary surrreg was enrered anci tabu- 
iated by ARI to ens>= respondent 
confidentiaifty. 
After elixinatlng the 73 surveys re- 
turned for incorrect addresses, the 
completion rate for the 2901 salary 
survey was 53, i percent. 
fq .,.,*- 
~c,,kz~~l~G,,b;, :,-.G *..* ~f $h"ir_ 2E3: &$xy 
- 
Snr-,rp< 2 ge~-o:r+ -y A *  
Data about the United Slates and 
Czmda is separated so that aI! tables 
reievant to each country are grsuped 
together. Chapters one through five 
include Canadian data, while chap- 
ters six through ten are comprised 
cf US. data. 
Tbe data within each chapter is di- 
vided ~ n t o  dxee sections: demo- 
grapchic, ~nstitutional, and job-spe- 
zliic. Demographfe data relates to 
perssnaI characteristics of the re- 
spondenr, institationai data reiates 
:is charackristics of the respondenr s 
enploj~er~ and job-specific daza re- 
iares to the panicuiar job held by :%e 
respondent. 
?' . L%sss. 2s 3 ~ 5 e s  
SLXs '131-page Salary Suivey pro- 
A .  
vides salary breakdowns oy andus- 
*__ L L ~ ,  geographic regim, budget size, 
primary responsibiiity, job fitie, 
nu~Coer of e=ployees supervised, 
years of experience, and ieve2 of 
education, as well as summaries of 
histxicar rr~edian and average sal- 
zry a a x .  
Dist~ibutian of salaries for all Canadian and US respondents, 
2801 Basic Annual Salaries: Canada and the United States 
Salary ?ercent 
change 
Rrst Thirri Meirn 
10th Quah-ile Median Quartfie 90th Percent 
Percerrek 2 5 O h  50% 75% PercentiLe Number Mesn Change 
Ail Canadian 
Respoodents* 42,000 47,300 55,344 65,OGC 77,325 334 57,954 4.79i0 
A?L US. Respondents 37,118 44,000 %,500 69,15C 85,595 1,683 53,930 6.6% 
*Aii saia?es i n  Canadian tabies are repcrted i;? Canadiarr do i i aa .  The exchange :ate c: .4prii 2 ,  2051 was $1.57 Caaad:an = $1 U,S. 
A power5.d benchmarking tool that 20 special librarian should be without! 
Order today and use your's to  compare and contrast wages and other earnings of 
t!!otisands of special iibrarians in various regions in the U.S. and Canada. 
New f e a ~ x e s i  
in addition ro the dara you've come to depend on, this year we've included more 
b r e a k d w x  by industry, size of library, title, responsibiiity and geographic region. 
The  book aiso contains salary data on the dynamic and expanding responsibilities of 
specia; librarians. 
Find out how much you couid get paid if you did this: 
- Knowiedge Management 
- Intranet/internet development 
- Database software design 
- Marketing 
- iT a&inistrator 
Find this informatior, and more in the latest salary survey! 
. . . . . . . . . . . _ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Prepaymeilt is req:;ired for ali orders. Orders are shipped vla UPS a ~ d  should arrive within 2-4 weeks. 
Name Org. Phone 
Street Address 
City State/Province Zip/Pzstal Code Country 
Check enciosed Bili to credit card - Visa Mastercatd AMEX Diners Ciub 
(US doliars or,iy) 
Account # Expiration 
Signature 
Qty. ISBX Titie .Member Non-~Mem Totai I 0-871 ii-519-0 I SLA Annual Salary Survey 2000 1 $45.00 1 $i25.00 I 
Phone i-202-939-3673, Fax 1-202-265-9317, Emaii books@sia.org, Special Libraries Association, 
Order Dept., 1700 i8th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009 USA 
The §LA'S motto, "Putting Knowl- 
edge to Work," could also be the 
personal calling card for Peter 
Drucker. 
Drucker, the keynote speaker at the 
20@2 SLA annual conference in Los 
Angeles, CA, is in =any ways the 
ultimate "knowledge worker." In 
fact, he coined that term more than 
33 years ago and has been writing 
about the related topics of knowi- 
edge and information since the mid- 
1960's. 
His recent coliection, The Essential 
Drerckea; has dozens of pages about 
knowledge and information, and 
most of it is directly apgiicaSle to our 
work as librarians and informarion 
professionais. Reading through 
Drucker's works on these topics pro- 
vides an almost Biblical feel. If we 
read ther;: over and over and apply 
them in daily life, we cannot help 
but be more adept in our work. 
Drucker stresses that knowledge 
workers should be effective within 
their organizations. The knowledge 
(or information) itself is not ezough, 
In his 1969 book, The EEective Ex- 
ecutive, Drucker says knowledge 
workers who make proper, effective 
contributions are executives, 
whether or not they are par; of top 
management. In a chapter fro= 
1999's Management Challenges j%ilr 
the 21st Centay,  he makes the h i d  
statement that the concept of man- 
aging oneself ""demnds that each 
knowledge worker think and behave 
as a chief executive officer." 
One of the most vaiuzble writings 
for information professiona& in The 
Essen:id Draskr  Flay be the chap- 
ter titled "The infor~at icn  Execu- 
tiws Weed Today" (The articie comes 
from his 1995 book Managing irz a 
Time of Great Change.) In this chap- 
ter, he says "I...  infornation has to 
be organized so as to qnestion and 
challenge r, company's strategy. To 
suppiy data is not enough. The data 
have to be integrated with strategyi, 
they have to test a corrpanylr;s as- 
sumptions, and they must challenge 
a company's current outlook." 
He goes on to say that online data- 
bases are not sufficient on their own 
because they provide answers, bur 
do not ask questions. "Whar we 
need," Drucker writes, "are services 
",a: make specific suggewions about 
how to use the mformatkm, ask spe- 
cifrc questions regarding %il_e user's 
business and practices, and perhaps 
provide interactive consultation." 
In Dru.cker's world, :he necessary 
informition is outside the organiza- 
tion. It is our task to find it; orga- 
nize it, and make it meaningful. 
When working with others, we must 
determine what infomation we owe 
and in what form it needs to be. This 
concept may be second mature to §LA 
members, but we may also ask our- 
selves how it is consistently done in 
cur organizations. 
The section "lnlorma~ion C h i -  
lenges" from Management CkaZ- 
knges fsr the 2;s: Centmy sE,o:~ld 
also be required reading for eve7- 
one in SEA. It descebes the reiarion- 
ship between connecting data, infor- 
~ a l i o n ,  and conguters. and h3w 
:hey relate to our orga~tzations: 
" ... Information technology," he 
writes, "has centered on data - their 
collection, storage, transmission. 
presentation, It has focused on the 
'i?' in E' The new information rew- 
Iutions focus cn t5e 'I. They ask, 
- ' Jv~ -+  d~ : Is the meaning sf information 
an6 its pupose?"' 
A particularly important part of tkis 
book anaiyzes knawiedge worker 
. ~ prodrrcrrv:ry. Ze has often been 
harsh in ;.?is judgments about hwa 
prodnctive knowledge woriws m- 
ally are. He deta;is six factors in pro- 
ductfvity, including determining the 
task, imposing responsibility and 
granting autono=y, building c3n- 
tinuous jnnovation into the work, 
cmtinuous learning and teaching, 
quality beats qnantity, and the 
knowiedge worker shoxld be treated 
as an asset rather than a cost. 
Carefully rea&Lng and zmdersta~eting 
Drtckel's thoughts on information 
and knowledge will help us deveiw 
a greale: appreciation for our work. 
Bruce Rosensteirz is a librariac at 
CiSA TODAY and an  adjunct profes- 
sor atThe Catholic University School 
of Libmry and lnfomation Science. 
He can  be reerhed at 
brosercstein@ usetoday corn. 
Selected Bi  btiogra phy: 
The Age of Discontinuity [Transaction Publishers, 1392; originally 
published 1968; 
The Essential Drucker [HarperCoi:lins, 2OG'I; 
Managenent Challenges for the 2Pst Century [HarperCollins, 1399) 
Managing for Results (li-',aqerBusiness, 1964) 
Managing In a Time of Grear Change (Truman Talley 8ooks/Dutton, 
1995) 
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By Laura Gasaway 
Reports of a Princeten University 
coqmter scientist who responded to 
an invitation from the &cording In- 
dustry Association of h e r i c z  [RXA) 
to test its Secure Digirai Musical Ini- 
i. sative {SDMI) have raised concerns 
in the research and scientific con- 
munities. SDMi is a canso;ctium of 
parties interested in preventing piracy 
of digital music, and it is working to 
develop and standardize technologes 
that give music publishers mrrno con- 
troi over what consume7s can do with 
purchased recorded n u ~ i ~ I  
Dr. Edward W~ Felten is an associate 
professor of Computer Science at 
Princeton Eniversity. lie and his re- 
search group sued the Record Indus- 
try Association of America (KIM] for 
chilling his right to scientific speech. 
The R I M  issued a public chaiienge 
to the entire Internet world to try to 
crack the technologies it proposed 
to use to protect digital music frem 
copyright infringement. Felten noti- 
fied rhe association (.jia its website) 
that 3e accepted the challenge to 
remove the digital watermarks and 
crack the security technologies, His 
grozp successfnlly reverse-engi- 
neered tke four audio -watermarking 
technolegies within a short tine. 
Felten said that his technoIogies 
wozlcl ensure, 'kc. public water- 
markbased scheme designed to 
A- :;lwafi - copying will succeed." 
Dr. Felten and his research group 
(now referred to as C?e Princeton 12) 
then did what academic researchers 
normally do. They wrote up their 
findings in a scientific paper and 
submitted it to the peer-reviewed the 
Usenix Security Conference. The 
paper was presented at the &gust 
conference. 
The R I M  then sent Feiten a letter 
and threatened to sue if he resented 
r3e paper or published it, charging 
a violation of the anti-cir~u~vention 
provision of the Digital Miiiennium 
Copyright lac%, despite the fact thar 
it had invited and even specificaily 
authorized F e l t e ~  to artack their 
technoiogies. Feken withdrew frcm 
the conference citing fear of suit as 
the reason. News of X1AA's heavy- 
handed tactics caused eonsiderabie 
concern and dejate among academ- 
ics and researchers, especially since 
Felten's work could be defined as 
"legitinate encryption research7," 
under the DMCA and because RIAA 
had invited such research, 
Assisted by the Electronic Frontier 
Foundatien (EPFj , Felten and the 0th- 
ers filed suit against the RIM. The 
basis of the suit is a deciaratory judg- 
ment ?hat presentation eS the scien- 
tlfic paper wilI not violate the DMCA 
since :hey have a Erst Amendment 
right to publish their research. The 
suit asks t?e court to overkrn the 
anti-circumvention provisions of the 
DMCA as unconstitutionai restric- 
tions on freedom of expression. In 
July. the R I M  ried a motion to dis- 
miss the suit, saying that its letter to 
Felten was not meant to be threaten- 
ing and that it would aot sue if the 
informacon was pubitshed. 
On August 15, 2001, the paper was 
published at the Usenix Security 
Conference with pemission of R I M  
and other relevant groups. The law- 
suit has not been dropped because 
these gronps continue to insist on 
veto power over the ongoing work 
an6  future pubiica~ions of the 
Princeton 12. 
The issues raised by this s ~ i t  are 
quite serions for researchers, espe- 
cially in the area of interne? secn- 
rity. Matihew Blaze, a research sci- 
entist at AT&T Labcratories, who 
fiied a dechration in the Felten suit, 
said that scientific and engineering 
researchers reiy on the open publi- 
cation of knowledge te communicate 
with others and to gauge p. To g ress 
in the field. Conferences, such as 
the Usenlx Security Conferen e ce; are 
critical if scientists are to have the 
results of others on which to build 
the deiieiopment ef new knowledge. 
. . Prohibitions on discussioas ana puo- 
." ilcarion of secnrity vuinerabiiities 
greatly harr: researchers and sciec- 
tific advaccemen:. According to 
Blaze, criminal organizations are not 
stymied by such resrrictiens, and 
there is considerable reason for con- 
cern if legiiirxie researchers are not 
permitted to study, learn, and fix 
vulnerahiiities that are visible to 
cr i~~inals .  The Computing Xesearch 
Association stated that "the acrion 
by RIAA represents a clear zed im- 
mediate thmai to ihe heaithy con- 
6';" -,,t of computer systems research.'' 
T 
I he anti-circczwention provisions of 
the DMCA' have been coniroversiai 
anong the academic comzmnity, but 
content sroviders and the caurts 
have cited then i ~ i t h  approvalD The 
prchibiiion against distribution ~f 
circumvenrien devices are pafi-ticu- 
iarIy troubling in the area cl' 
crygtoiogy alrd secusty research 
since such distrib~tioz couid include 
publication ef research resnits. in 
Bct, some secnPity researchers are 
rehctant to engage in the study of 
minerabilities of security systems 
because of a fear that they will be 
-.- ~;:abfe to publish their research re- 
sult-a truiy chilling effect of the 
DMCA, which was boistered by 
XAKs action with Felten. 
BIOTECHNOBASE 
Produc t  Launch: 2002 
Be one of the first to zrial it. 
Contact 
help@biotechnobase.com 
- c ~ n n e ~ t  with the  experts via a new web-based biotechnology 
and related life sciences database from Elsevier Science, using the 
power and immediacy of the Internet. 
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1 Oil 
Shared Practices 
One of  he undisputed benefits of S M  
membership is Ahe cpporkunity to net- 
work with your industry colleagues. 
As information professionals, we are 
almost unique in our abiiity to un- 
derstand both technology and infor- 
mation. Discussion lists, chat rooms, 
message boards, and the like cor:bine 
to create great networking opportuni- 
ties, but how should we rmke best use 
sf these virtual communi'ies? 
Etienne Wenger's conversation -with 
Jeff De Cagna in July's Infcmcitim'on 
Bntiosk gives an interesting nsight 
into communities of practice, which 
he defines as "a group of people who 
share an interest in a domain of 
knowledge." He explains that the 
members of the commznity will iz- 
teract with one-ancther, engage with 
one-another, talk w t h  one-ansther, 
think with oneansther, and deveiop 
relationships with one-another, You 
only haire to subscribe to the solo li- 
brarians discussion list to understand 
how librarians interact, engage, and 
t a i ~  with one-another. While these 
interactions do create networks, one 
wonders whether these am commu- 
nties yet. 1 doubt it. 1 do not know 
what goes on between members 
offsite, whether they think together 
and develop relationships. The net- 
working is easy, bur the tmiy reward- 
ing bit is the creation sf a cornmu- 
nity, which is an ongoing experience 
of sharing, learning, and deveioping 
relationships. 
In eLis monr-h's "'Eiiec7zti.~e Ostlook,' 
Hope Tillman refers to both the ix- 
portant role we have tc play in shar- 
ing infomation and the best practices 
initiatives set up on Virtual SLA. 1 
have to say that I have a slight prob- 
lem with the terE, "Sest practices," 
M-hich i ~ p l i e s  something is Setter 
than something else. ~Myr best prac- 
tice may not be the jest one for you. 
i like to think of %hen as shared prac- 
tices. But whatever we call then  the 
§&A community needs to use and 
develop them as part of the benefits 
of the community. The leaders hi^ 
Knowledge Center for Associaticn 
Units [www.sla.org/conten.t/Ieader- 
ship/lkc/index.cfm] is a database of 
best pracrices added to the database 
by various chapters and divisions. It 
includes useful examples of proce- 
dures, policies; and experiences. 
These inciude "Thinking Ontside the 
Box for Fundraising," "Ckapter/Li- 
brary School Xelations," and "Mem- 
bership Survey." These shared prac- 
tices help members r~anage the as- 
sociation, but there needs to be a 
similar database of shared practices 
tc help us ail become indispensable 
in our organizations. 
We are all trying tc do more with 
less, so lets avoid reinventing the 
wheel. Share yonr accomplishments 
in becoming a smart information 
center. Tcday's operating environ- 
ment leaves littie room for inforxa- 
tion profession& who cannot turn 
trends and challenges into current 
practice and opportznilies for their 
custoners. The information market 
is becoming a market only for 15e 
most fit and SLA =embers should 
be striving for gold =edal. We have 
the makings of an impressive sup- 
port team within the =embers and 
HQ sraff. The Smart information 
Centers' Circle cf Excellence 
(www.sla.org/conlent/interactive/ 
knowiedge/bestpractise.dz) is be- 
ing reviewed and will be relaunched 
tc provide a vekricie for capturing the 
wisdox of SLA members and dew!- 
oping the community of practice 
beyond networking. 
VJenger talks aSout the conmunity 
of practice within an organization, 
b u t w e  can expand it outside the 
organization 13 a globai community. 
This co~muni ty  can be very power- 
- .  f.2 because, a: its core, ir ls a g r o u  
si practitioners who have t-k en on 
the responsibility of managing 
knowledge in rheir areas of exper- 
tise. Since the commmity is oat- 
side the organization. the two dafa- 
bases menrioned above bring to- 
gether the practices t~ be shared, but 
they are oniy a smail part of tbe 
whoie commmity. it is the practi- 
tioners who know how to *%anage 
knowledge in ?heir areas of exper- 
tise. By sharing this knowiedge, the 
power of the community can be har- 
nessed and released. At §LA w-e are 
eften faulted for not doing enocgh 
to promote the value of the inlorma- 
tion professional, bct what could be 
a better way than by facilitating a 
community, the shared experience ef 
which can rLaXe our nenbers in- 
dis~ensabie. 
yx3 ~ $ , ; q ~ : ? ~ ~ r : ~ 3 , ~ ,  %f v2:y<~e:>pi 
I:cs.i@ct:irsn 
The Managemen: Documents Co!iec- 
tion (MDC) at SiAs I n i ~ r ~ a t i o n  Xe-
sources Center {IRC) is a prime ex- 
znple of how best practices have 
been shared by SLA mexbers for 
mazy years. The MDC Is comprised 
of sample policies, aser surveys, and 
marketing rxterials, coiiected from 
SEA n-embers over tine years. Unfcr- 
-lunatel% "over the years" means that 
some of the folders are far from be- 
ing current. Please send the IRC re- 
cent electronic or print exanples of 
MDC topics from your organizatioz. 
Go to Virtual §LA at $tip:/ /  
w~vw.sla.org/coatent/Shop/Loan/ 
MRC.cfE; and pzy partfcuiar atten- 
tion to acquisitions & coliection dle- 
wlopmeilt policies, fees for service 
policies or brochures, floor plans, 
mission sStements/stTategk plans, or 
user sumeys. The names of your eT- 
ganization caz be deieied if required, 

Effecelve steps t c  get yon apa&xd 
by ysnv boss and cslfeagacs 
The scenario frequently plays out 
in companies across the giose. You 
have been with your organization 
for several years now. You arb F con- 
sidered a team player with excellent 
job performance, but no one reaiiy 
knows you exist. In meetings your 
boss overlooks you and ycur col- 
leagues don't take your suggestions 
serioxsly. Recognieion seems ro al- 
ways pass you by. Out of frustra- 
tion, you ask: "What do f need to 
do to get someone In this organiza- 
tion ro recognize my value and take 
notice of my skills while keeping 
my dignity?.' This is a question that 
many workers ponder. How many 
times have you come up with a great 
idea or suggestion only to let it si4p 
away becazse you were unable to 
make your pitch? Maybe it is fear 
of rejection or a lack of openness in 
your company that stopped yoz 
from taking the initiarive to speak 
up. Identifying your probiem is 
simple. FinGing the solution is dif- 
ficuitl but not irnpossi5le. Mere are 
a few effective steps that wiii helrp 
you raise your profile and make 
people take notice of you. 
Become a leader 
This is one of the most effective 
ways to raise ycur profile in any or- 
ganization. I know, it is easier said 
than done, especially if you lack the 
charisma. However, people tend ro 
follow those who demonstrate a 
strong belief or commitment for a 
common god. You can easily moti- 
vate and inspire others when you 
lead by example. People am always 
Iooking for someone cr something 
to rally behind if the message is 
clear and the goal is attainable. 
33134 a laugc;r role 
Take the initiative an:! volunteer for 
assignmenrs that go beyond your 
norxal job responsibilities. Explore 
opportunities that will ailow you to 
take on sonx risk but aisc reward 
you for your accoq&h=ents. Take 
ownership of a project from its in- 
ception to its completion. Volunteer 
for asslgnmenrs that no one else in 
your organization wanrs. Promising 
good work but delivering great work 
will help you exceed expectations. 
Jt also does not hurt to get involved 
in conrpany-wide activities that are 
non-work relared, such as comnx- 
niry charities. 
Get prtblisked 
This is another great way to dis- 
play your talents. Look for ways, 
rhrough rprinr media or television, 
to get your organization's name in 
the pubifc eye. This recognition can 
build your stature and get you no- 
ticed. It is aiso great PR for the 
organization and it's free. But re- 
member that it is important to 
share all of yonr ideas and thcughts 
with yozr communicatrons depart- 
ment and direct supervisors beiore 
proceeding. 
Eostez friendships in the 
workpZace 
You can ne17er have enough friends, 
especiaiiy in the workpiace. Good 
communication with co-workers 
builds trust and cohesiveness. You 
can get a lo', of useful information 
or advice especially if they trust and 
depend on ycu for your kaowiedge 
and expertise. 
- 
~ ~ : ~ ~ y ~ a : s &  yyaz2 ysnz i;.oss 
This one way be a ditrie tough. Many 
of us have a hard time cornmmicar- 
ing with our supervisor on any level, 
Star": to develop a rapport 5y discuss- 
ing rhings such as F u r  needs oz the 
. - job, the work enviromxent, new 
ideas; and suggestions. In the long 
run, you wiii discover that these 
taiks help him or her find out -  ore 
about you rhan any projecf, ugdate. 
fzs2ita& "--." 
~a;l?IY15 Se3SIQBS. 
Schedule a few training sessions 
thraughout rhe yea,.. Use then  to 
demonstrate your area of expertise, 
show off your knowledge of the or- 
ganization, and explain what you 
do and the value you add. Enter- 
tain questions from your co-work- 
ers during these sessions. The aeet-  
ings w i l  show your worth by dem- 
onstrating yous company's return 
on its inves t~~ent .  
.a aetawe z jack af 8 3  P T z ~ ~ c s  
A wise man once said, it is better to 
know a iit:le about everything in- 
stead of knowing a iot al;oz: one 
thing. The line may corm when you 
are asked to step in a job thaz you 
are not familiar with. Take advan- 
tage of every opportuniry to ieara 
about orher areas in your organiza- 
Zion. In the long run, it is better re 
be a well-rounded individual. 
i%cc:awcpf, and sjzare ygzr WQ& 
This shozid become second natzre. 
Keep a s u n m x q  of :he work yo2 
cozplete for yozr own reference anb 
share it with your co-workers. Mazy 
of your pr~jects x a y  have a direct 
effect on their responsibilities. 
- You may also need to go back and 
take a iook at something you've done 
in the past. Consider teaming with 
different departments to pool re- 
sources, which will save the com- 
sany money. 15 you stand up, you 
will be counted. Whoever coined the 
phrase "It's better to be seen and not 
heard;" obviously wasn't an infor- 
mation professional. 
93rd Annual Conference 
"Vie.& the work that you do through 
the eyes of Q child. The real myage 
~f disc~uery consists not in seekizg 
new lands, bbi in  seeing with new 
eyes." - Marcel Proust, French nov- 
-. 
eiast 
I recently revisited my childhood, 
and what 3 found changed my opin- 
ions on many things, including 
learning. 
My journey began one Saturday 
morning, when I stumbled across 
an interesting cartoon on television. 
As I watched the first few minutes 
of tize prograE, I was aware that my 
cartoon-watching years were be- 
yond me. But 1 was captivated by 
the cartoon show, which starred a 
mystery-solving puppy. The canine 
Sherlock Kolmes and his human 
Watson counterpart wove a delight- 
ful story, full of hints that led the 
viewer down a winding, mjnd bind- 
k g  road. By the end of the show7 i 
moqhed into an active learner and 
solved the case. Not only did I learn 
new conceprs, but 1 also remem- 
bered how to find solutions. 
I was amazed at how chis eartoon 
was representative sf the learning 
process. As novices, we are some- 
times led down dark and confusing 
pathways and given fragmented 
dues that force us to explore rhe far 
reaches of our imagination. Wit5 
more experience, we will eventually 
reach our "learning" destinations. 
The more skirled we becone in ac- 
quiring and applying knowledge the 
farther we move away fror: aacciden- 
tal learnizg or what my nother mlis 
"ilght bulb" moments. We often for- 
get about the importance and ex- 
ci temat of learning in our daily 
work. But these moments of genu- 
ine insight heip us tc simplify and 
face the challenges of life: to solve 
the case. We sirauld cherish them. 
In a way, the work we do on SLgs 
Strategic Learning Teanr is like ?he 
work of that sleoth puppy. We fn- 
spire "light buib" mozents. For 
alnos; two years, the goal cf 
"helping information profession- 
ais become indispensable through 
learning" has driven our tear;., I've 
heard from many cf yoli who en- 
joy reading abonr our work and 
supporr our efforts to make "way 
cool'' learning happen. Sozx of 
yak have even said that our goal 
was ambitious. We agree. That's 
why we work each day to provide 
the clues and insights necessary 
fa make this vision a reality. 
How can you recapture the excite- 
ment of learning? Mow can you 
create a "light bulb" moment? 
Eere's one exampie. Take a 
minute to write down your titie and 
job description. Then call a friend 
who is not familiar with your 
work. Xead that job description to 
your friend and ask him or her :o 
summarize what they heazd, Is 
this an accurate expianalion of the 
work you do each day3 If rhe an- 
swer is no, it prohbly won't be 
long before you've re-focused you- 
work on what's really important. 
A chat with my twelve-year-old 
nephew, Tim, helped me reach this 
kind of clarky. He asked a series ~f 
qaestions aso:,;t "exactly what I do 
all day." By the end of his interro- 
gation, I was the person who helps 
to make learning happen." That 
was a powerful moment His 
newfoud awareness and apprecia- 
tion of my work gave me a new 
anderstanding of learning. ? had 
put my myriad job responsibilities 
:nto a singie kernel of trath. It was 
2 "ligh: b&" rLcment and 1 w:ii 
never see my work in the same way 
agar n . 
I hope yos: agree rhat !ife3s "light 
buib" moments are essential ro us, 
SLA's Szrategic Learning Team is 
r o u d  to help you learn and appre- 
ciate thesf mxmnts. Our pride and 
energy are drawn direct!y from our 
desire tc help you aciiieve great 
things in your life. Your successes 
are our mements in the light. 
As you continue ta iearn, -we inprile 
ycu ro share ym:. experiences with 
us, especially your "light bulb" 
moments. Please conract us at 
with the new in- 
sighrs that allow you to see y o x  
v~crid and your life "with new 
eyes." 
-+ SLA's firs: SLA Knowledge Forum is quickly approaching. When 
you attend our regional Knowledge Forums, ycu will set the learning 
agenda and explore oniy the msst in~portant issues in concert with 
other powerfui thinkers. To find lock far other Knowledge Fornm 
near y.su or to regisrer for the Knowledge E o m  to be held Chicago, 
visit http://wtvw.sla.org/content/Iearn/~~~th~oIleagues/ 
kmwledgeforun s.cfm. 
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SLA CALLS FOR A k W R D S  & 
HBNQWS NOP.";?INATJO%S 
If yoa have a nomination for the 2001- 
2002 Awards and Honors Program, 
ycu wnst have it in the =ail by 3e- 
cernber 7, 2001. The oniy exceptions 
are nomications for the International 
Special Lii~rarians Day Award, which 
must be received by May 18, 2391. 
Since 1948, SLA has csed its Awards 
and Honors Program to recognize 
standonts in the information profes- 
sion. Award winners will be chosen 
by select committees and approved 
by SiA's Board of Directors at the SLA 
Winter Meeting in Chicago, iL, Janu- 
ary 24-26,2002. The winners will be 
announced after the Winter Meeting 
and efficially recognized aa %A's 
93rd Annual Conference in Los An- 
geies, CA, June 8-13, 2G32. 
§LA chapters, divisions, caucuses, 
and individual members can scbmir 
nominza?ions. Oniy SLA memkrs  in 
good standing may be nominated for 
an award (the excep:ions are the Pro- 
fessional Award, Honorary Member, 
and Me& Awards). For complete 
listings and ciescriptions of al! SLA 
Awards and Honors, comxittee in- 
formatioc, or a PDF version of the 
SLA Awards and iiosors Brochcre, 
visit Virkal SLA at www.sia.org. 
The M.vW. Wilson Company Award 
goes to the author of ?he best arficie 
in Infomation O S Z ~ Z O G ~ ~  ?wing the 
2031 prrbiicaticn year. The Factiva 
21st Cectury Competencies in Action 
Award requires a separate appiica- 
tion, which can be acquired by con- 
tacting 3arbara Burton by phone zt 
I .609.627.234i or e a a i i  a t  
barSara.brrrtcn@factiva.com. 
SLA Aw-ards and Honors noznina:ioss 
si?ould be sent dimchiy to the Iu$ifc 
Co~nunicat ion Department at SLRs 
Internatimai Headquar:ers. To re- 
q e s t  an award ~omlnation born or 
a 5roctiure, contact Anthony Blue at 
1 .202.93?.3633 o r  ernail: 
anthony@sia.org. 
l.ekti% Tides N e w  Pas9 tiaii 
Lucy Letris, a principal at Andersen 
(iormeriy Arthur Andersen), has 
been api2poic:ed to the newly created 
~osltion of Dlrector of Brrsiness In- 
telligence. The position reports to 
Andersen's new Center for Strategic 
!cnovation, headqrrartered in New 
Uork. The Center is a xarket-mi- 
ented 'Wea center" thar focuses cn 
s e ~ i o r  executive issues b y  exphir i~g 
INFO PROS IN THE PRESS 
innovative bnsicess knowiedge anb 
original research. 13 her new roie, 
Lert:s will work on establishing, 
xanaging, and irlkgrating ?be gio- 
bal researci., agenda far Andersen. 
Her parficrrlar concentration wiii be 
on competitive positlcriing of the 
firm's ibough: lezdershq actxities 
and the :cientificatlon of new 
cpportu~ities. Letlis was Eor~eriy 
director 3f Andersen's Bssmess In- 
f o r ~ a t i o ~  Ketworiz and the 
AskNetwcrB, a fee-based inforEatisc 
s~riiices csnsnitancy. 
A group of five speciai librarians [and SLA members) at the business 
Inr. magazine eserged from behind the scenes i s  the Bcrober 16, 2001 
issue. The librarians, dubbed "The Posse," were acknowledged for their 
work monitoring "the good, the bad, znci the rrgiy in rhe world of busi- 
ness publications." The magazme also ackncwkdged the importance 
of information professionals in general, saying rha? "Corporate 3brar- 
ians ac; as filters and resource consultants for companies that are strug- 
gling to overcome information overbad " 
Inc.'s Posse inciudes Genevieve Wskett, corporate librarian at Highsmith 
Inc.; Lisa d;uedea Carebo, library director at Goshen Coiiege; Christine 
Mlein, director of knowledge and informarion management ar Lffecare 
IGC.; Jean Mayhew, director oi inforrmtion and learning at United Tech- 
nologies Researcb Center; and Lisa Zwickey, senior research specialist 
at 3 2 .  KeHer Sh Associates. 
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American institute for G?emicz:. Bngineers 27 
www.aicS.e.org &> Innovaring Enfcnmatisn 
Semites 
January 2/5-29, 2092 
Chicaga, IL, USA 
http://www.sia.org/calendar/ 
Partners & Connections 
Research & Practice 
Librav Research Seminar 
Ncvezber 2-3, 2001 
College Park, MD, USA 
http://www.asis.crg/ 
Conferences/amC1 .html 
Eearzerl Infcrm+tion 
Sniine Icfo~matica 2COI 
Eecep.5er 4-6, 209: 
London, UX 
a?rp://www cdine- 
infcrma?ion.cc.uk/online/ 
Association f o r  Com.pufing Yathinery 28 
m:.acm.org 
Cialag 22, 25, Cover 4 
vrww.diaicg.com 
Elsevier Science PSO :9 
ww#.Motechnobase.com 
@ Ternprefladicals: 
Change Agency in ?he 21st 
Century (ErgarGzation 
Virtnal Seminar Series 
Decen?ber 5, 2031 
Sosfon, MA; USA 
~???://WW-W.S~.OT~/ 
ccc:enl/Events/strztegic/ 
ixiex.cfn 
Ekevier Science/BibIiograpkic Databases 39 
~wmelseviar corn American S~cie ty  of 
Information Science and 
Tochnobgy 
ASIST 2031 Anmal  meeting 
November 3-8, 2031 
Wzshiilg?on, DC, USA 
h?tp://ivw.asis.crg/ 
Cocferences/amOl . h t d  
The In:ern:,ational Federation 
sf Library Aascciations an6 
Institutions {IFLA) General 
Conference and Cumdl 
Aogus: :a-24, 2002 
Glasgiow, Scotlznd 
www.Ma.org 
ACM CIKM LQUL 14 q sh rr s ~ f j  
:C1" hternationa: Conference 03 
Cover 3 
& Pd ScntE? Atlaztic Segional 
Ccnfere~ce 
Septemkr 22-24, 2002 
Asheviiie, NC, USA 
hltp:/~ww.s!a.org/calendar 
November 12-i3, 2001 Chicago, IL, USA 
Sacta Clara, CA, USA htlo'l /www.sla.oia/ 
h~p://www.e~on:en?2SGl.ca~~/ 
OAne Computer Lilorary Center, lne. 33 
w>w.ocic.or~ 
+@ SiA-Hosted Conferences 
" Conference at which SLA mill be exhibiting 
information a ~ ~ t c a h  


